ANTHONY   EDEN
but no one was in the least to blame for misleading them.
He was not sorry for what he had done: rather he claimed
credit for having kept Locarno so truly intact.' He rounded
his speech off in a paean of self-praise and self-pity. * Sir, I
have done. The House knows what my mission was. They
know how I sought to carry it out'—(which was the one
thing they did not know, and which he had tried not to
tell them). * If it goes against me I shall neither complain
nor repine. I shall wait for a moment of calmer judgment
and truer historical perspective, and in my retirement I shall
have sure consolation . . ." to its sugary conclusion: 'While
I have been spokesman of my country in foreign relations
no man with whom I have dealt in that capacity has
questioned the honesty of our policy or doubted our good
faith and our word.*
Even The Times, in a very friendly mood, was forced
to call it * an unnecessary swan-song' and to imply that
until   that   moment   he   had   had   the   sympathy   of   the
Conservative   benches.    Mr.   MacDonald   made   much  of
this  unfortunate  peroration  along  the  lines  that he did
not  believe   in  the   stories   about intrigue.    The  Foreign
Secretary had simply blundered.   Upon  Brazil,  however,
whose vote against Germany and whose claim for a seat on
the Permanent Council was the actual pretext at Geneva,
Mr. MacDonald, like Mr. Lloyd George, was definite.   * I
do not believe for a moment that Brazil standing alone,
without any prompting, did what she did.'   This assertion
according to The Times was far-fetched.  All the same, the
atmosphere as a whole was not particularly propitious for
a Conservative back-bencher to rush in and  defend the
Foreign Secretary: but this is precisely what Anthony Eden
did.   According to the Annual Register the way Unionist
members   (ignoring both their own views previously ex-
pressed and the facts of the situation) rallied to the support
of the Foreign Secretary, taking him at his own valuation
arid showering on him compliments for saving the Locarno

